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ABSTRACT
The cosmic redshift drift is a powerful direct probe in investigating the dynamics of the universe. The Parkes
telescope and upcoming commensal survey CRAFTS using FAST telescope have the potential to monitor thou-
sands of HI absorption systems. It offers us a promising prospect for directly measuring the apparent cosmic
acceleration by gauging its spectral line drift statistically. Aiming to actualize this via the future sky survey
with FAST, we execute an observation test using the Parkes telescope to explore the technical requirements and
feasibility of such observation. We propose a combined observational mode to perform the redshift drift mea-
surement. Based on statistical estimation, we predict that about 800 HI absorption systems will be discovered
for 1 year CRAFTS survey. For 10 years of consecutive targeted spectroscopic observation with the level of
0.1 Hz resolution, we could detect the first order derivative of the cosmological redshift.
Keywords: redshift drift — Commensal Radio Astronomy FAST survey
1. INTRODUCTION
The concept that our universe is currently undergoing an
accelerating expansion stage has been strongly confirmed af-
ter its discovery by Riess, A. G., et al. (1998); Perlmutter,
S., et al. (1999) through observing type Ia supernova (SN Ia).
Since then, many cosmological probes have been developed
to investigate the composition and dynamical evolution of
the universe, which include Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) (Planck Collaboration 2016, 2018), type Ia supernova
as a standard candle, baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) from
galaxy clustering as a standard ruler (Einsenstein, D. J., et al.
2005). New methods are kept advancing to test the consis-
tency between theories and observations, which include but
not limited to gravitational waves as standard sirens (Chen,
Hsin-Yu, et al. 2018), combination of lensed gravitational
waves and electromagnetic signals (Liao, K., et al. 2017) and
etc.
Considering that all of the current probes are indirect ob-
servations of the cosmological dynamics, it is of great impor-
tance to measure its acceleration directly. A promising way
is to measure the velocity of sources moving passively with
the Hubble flow in real time. This basic idea first became
feasible at the time of Sandage, A. (1962) proposed to mea-
sure the change of redshift of galaxies, and was advanced to
measure such change in the Lyα forest by Loeb, A. (1998).
To memorize their contribution to offering us such a power-
ful cosmological tool, this effect is named as Sandage-Loeb
(SL) effect. By observing the Damped HI absorption systems
over more than a decade, Darling, J. (2012) got the best direct
constraint on the acceleration of the universe ever.
By measuring the SL signal, we could further promote our
understanding of the universe in an independent way. Based
on the SL effect, various researches have been carried out,
including the dark energy redshift desert (Corasaniti, P-S. et
al. 2007), constraints of other dark energy models (Balbi, A.
& Quercellini, C. 2007; Martinelli, M., et al. 2012; Zhang,
J. F., et al. 2010) and modified gravity theories (Jain, D. &
Sanjay, J. 2010; Li, Z. X., et al. 2013). Yuan, S., & Zhang,
T-J. (2015) proposed a robust scheme to measure the Hubble
parameter H(z) at high redshift (2.0 ≤ z ≤ 5.0) using next-
generation extremely large telescope. Melia, F. (2016) dis-
cussed the possibilities in discriminating cosmological mod-
els such as Rh = ct model and ΛCDM model. It might also
be promising to solve the tension problem and break the pa-
rameter degeneracy within the ΛCDM framework.
Benefiting from wide-sky telescopes like the Parkes and
the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope
(FAST) (Nan, R. D., et al. 2011) with the 19-beam system, a
large number of 21-cm absorption systems will be detected.
Applying the statistical method as Yu, H. R., et al. (2014)
proposed, the tiny SL signal will be extracted with consistent
high spectroscopic resolution observations within a decade.
In this paper, we mainly point out the physical meaning
of the acceleration measured by redshift drift, introduce an
redshift drift observation test with the Parkes telescope and
discuss the prospect of FAST in doing such observation. In
section 2, we briefly describe the principle of the SL effect,
illustrate the difference between the cosmic acceleration and
which measure by redshift drift and show its role in precision
cosmology. In section 3, from the perspective of observation,
we discuss the technical requirements and observation plan.
In section 3.1, we compare the spectrum of the source PKS
B1740-517 from two distinct observations to talk about the
necessity of a long-term consecutive high-resolution spectro-
scopic observation. In section 3.2, we predict the performance
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2of the Commensal Radio Astronomy FAST survey (CRAFTS)
in such measurement. In section 4, we draw our conclusions
and make some discussions.
2. SL EFFECT IN COSMOLOGY
2.1. Cosmic Acceleration
The Friedmann acceleration equation can be written as
a¨ = −aH
2
2
∑
i
Ωi(1 + 3ωi), (1)
where the sum i extends over the different components (dark
energy, space curvature, matter and radiation) of the universe,
a is the scale factor, dots indicate derivatives by the local time
at sources, H is the Hubble parameter, Ωi is the density pa-
rameter and ωi is the equation-of-state parameter. The decel-
eration parameter q is a dimensionless measure of the cosmic
acceleration of the expansion of space defined by
q = − a¨a
a˙2
, (2)
which can be rewritten as
q =
1
2
∑
i
Ωi(1 + 3ωi). (3)
The expansion of the universe can be said as ”accelerating”
only if a¨ > 0 or q to be negative.
2.2. Apparent Cosmic Acceleration
For a fixed comoving distance, the redshift z of a source
changes with time due to the accelerating expansion of the
universe, and such effect is called redshift drift, or Sandage-
Loeb effect. Taking the first order approximation, the average
change rate of redshift is
∆z
∆t0
≈ a˙(t0)− a˙(ts)
a(ts)
, (4)
where t0 is the time at which the observation is made and ts is
the time at which the source emitted radiation. The increment
of the source’s receding speed ∆v is quantified by the amount
of redshift change ∆z over an observing time interval ∆t0,
thus we could obtain the average acceleration as directly as
its definition
v˙ =
∆v
∆t0
=
c
1 + z
∆z
∆t0
. (5)
We take the approximate limit that ∆t0 is a first order in-
finitesimal dt0 relative to the time span of the universe. The
first derivative of redshift at current cosmic time t0 is theoret-
ically determined as
dz
dt0
= H0[1 + z − E(z)], (6)
whereH0 is the Hubble constant today andE(z) = H(z)/H0
is the reduced Hubble parameter or expansion rate that is re-
lated to the components of our universe,
E2(z) =
∑
i
Ωi0(1 + z)
3(1+ωi). (7)
In this expression, Ωi0 is the current density parameter of
each component in the universe respectively, and ωi is the
equation-of-state parameter of them.
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Figure 1. Theoretical cosmic acceleration a¨ (blue) and the apparent cos-
mic acceleration v˙ (green) respectively for an ideal universe with Ωm0 =
0.30, Ωde0 = 0.7 and ωde = −1. Value of ordinates greater than zero
means accelerating, and the dotted vertical lines mark out the epoch of the
inflection when the expansion turns to be accelerating.
Different from the cosmic acceleration a¨, the physical
meaning of the acceleration v˙ is not the acceleration of the
space expansion itself but the visual acceleration of the ce-
lestial bodies due to the expansion of the universe. From
the point view of equation 4 the v˙ is proportional to the av-
erage cosmic acceleration a˙(t0)−a˙(ts)t0−ts from ts to t0, therefore
we define it as the apparent (average) cosmic acceleration. To
compare such difference further, we set an ideal universe with
Ωm0 = 0.30, Ωde0 = 0.7 and ωde = −1 to calculate the
a¨ and the v˙ respectively. As shown in Figure 1, the cosmic
acceleration a¨ > 0 for z . 0.67, while the apparent cosmic
acceleration v˙ > 0 for z . 2.09.
Despite the discrepancy there is, using observational ap-
parent cosmic acceleration data {v˙} or combined with other
different observational datasets (e.g. the observation Hubble
parameters), the value of the cosmological parameters above
could be well constrained into a specific cosmological model.
The accurate knowledge of ωde is also the key to understand
the nature of dark energy. It also means the SL effect could be
a powerful tool to discriminate possible cosmological models
in an independent way.
To illustrate this, we compare the discrepancies of the ap-
parent cosmic acceleration between the concordance ΛCDM
model,Rh = ctmodel (Melia, F., & Shevchuk, A. S. H. 2012)
and Einstein-de Sitter model as an example here. We choose
the best fit parameters of ΛCDM from Planck 2018 (Planck
Collaboration 2018), where H0 = 67.36 km s−1 Mpc−1,
Ωde = 0.685, Ωm = 0.315, Ωk = 0, ωde = −1. In order to
show the dependence of the apparent cosmic acceleration on
these parameters, we also set the former ideal universe where
these parameters are changed slightly. For Rh = ct model
(Melia, F. 2016), the reduced hubble parameterE(z) = 1+z,
thus without redshift drift. The Einstein-de Sitter universe
can be described as a flat matter-only FLRW metric universe,
where except the matter density parameter Ωm = 1, all the
other parameters in Equation (7) are equal to zero. Setting the
parameters as above, we can get the acceleration-redshift re-
lation for different models shown in Figure 2. As we can see,
there are obvious differences in the apparent cosmic acceler-
ation among the three models. Even within the framework
of ΛCDM, the differences of the apparent acceleration (both
the value of v˙ at each redshift and the redshift of the epoch of
inflection) are significant between different sets of cosmologi-
cal parameters, that makes the discrimination between models
easier, especially at higher redshift.
Despite such a big advantage it has, to extract such tiny SL
signal (at the order ∼ 0.1 cm s−1 yr−1) directly from sin-
gle sources requires extreme high spectroscopic resolution.
Fortunately, a statistical method to measure this effect de-
scribed in Yu, H. R., et al. (2014) makes it more practical.
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Figure 2. Theoretical apparent cosmic acceleration-redshift relation for
ΛCDM model with the Planck 2018 result (black), ΛCDM model with
ωm = 0.30,ΩΛ = 0.7 (black dotted line), Rh = ct model (blue) and
Einstein-de Sitter model (orange). The green shaded region shows the ob-
servable redshift range of the FAST 19-beam L band system. The dots on the
line mark out the sources to be measured in Table 2.
But the premise is that a large amount of HI absorption sys-
tems should be observed for this strategy.
3. OBSERVATION TEST AND FUTURE PLAN
Hydrogen is the most ancient and abundant element in the
universe, that makes it the best indicator to investigate the
evolutionary history of our universe. In damped Lyman-α ab-
sorption systems (DLA), which are a class of QSO absorbers
with HI column density n(HI) ≥ 1020cm−2 (Wolfe, A. M.,
et al. 2005), the radio spectrum is substantially absorbed by
the neutral hydrogen (HI) hyperfine structure which has the
rest frame wavelength of approximately 21 cm or frequency
of 1420 MHz. With the advantage of narrow intrinsic line
width, the redshift drift in such a system could be measured
by a long time high-resolution spectroscopic ground base ra-
dio observation.
3.1. Observation with Parkes
In 2014, Allison, J. R., et al. (2015) discovered a new
21-cm HI absorption system using the commissioning data
from the Boolardy Engineering Test Array (BETA) (Hotan,
A. W., et al. 2014) of the Australian Square Kilometre Ar-
ray Pathfinder (ASKAP) (Johnston, S., et al. 2008). The
absorption line is detected at z ' 0.44 towards the GHz-
peaked spectrum radio source PKS B1740-517, which is
centered on RA(J2000) = 17h44m25s.45, DEC(J2000) =
−51◦44′43′′.8. What’s inspiring is that this source is also the
3rd blind radio detection of HI absorption systems. The nar-
row linewidth of this system makes it a great candidate source
to implement an observation test in measuring SL effect.
In order to measure the expected line-shift compared with
the position of the peak absorption four years ago (Allison, J.
R., et al. 2015), we re-observed this source during the PX501
observing time with Parkes on July 1st, 2018. We adopt the
source-on and source-off observation mode with the Ultra-
wideband Low (UWL) receiver system lasting for an hour du-
ration. The only drawback is that an error of the UWL back-
end GPU cluster existed during the observation period, thus
we only managed to record 32768 channels across each 128
MHz band that gives a channel spacing of 3.9kHz resolution,
that is 0.82 km/s at the spectral line position 985.5 MHz. The
bug in the GPU code is now fixed providing a promising 60
Hz resolution, which is equivalent as 28 m/s in velocity.
We apply the radial velocity correction1 method in Python
module astropy (The Astropy Collaboration 2013) to do the
solar barycentric correction on the spectrum. The correction
formula is
vt = vm + vb +
vbvm
c
, (8)
where vt is the true radial velocity, vm is the measured ra-
dial velocity, vb is the barycentric correction returned by ra-
dial velocity correction and c is the speed of light in vac-
uum respectively. The correction accuracy is at the accept-
able level of approximately 3 m/s, which is almost up to 3
orders smaller than the spectrum resolution. We also dou-
ble check the correction result using other methods includ-
ing the pyasl.helcorr in the PyAstronomy2 module. Compar-
ing to the average HI absorption line observed by Allison,
J. R., et al. (2015), an approximately 3 km/s blue shift ex-
ists between the two sets of observations shown as Table 1
and Figure 3. However, the pairwise difference of the radial
velocity at the peak position is within the spectral resolution
of the BETA, which is 18.5kHz (equivalent to 4.4 km/s at
985.50846 MHz). Therefore, it is not sufficient to determine
whether the two spectral lines are offset by ∼ 3 km/s or not,
which is highly dependent on the definition of the line po-
sition (e.g. at peak optical depth or optical-depth weighted
position etc.) or the model used for fitting the lines. We need
at least one more Parkes observation to determine this. To
strengthen this explanation, we also check the spectral lines
of this source from 7 consecutive BETA observations during
2015 and one ASKAP12 observation in 2017, which are with
the same resolution as the observations in 2014. The check
result shows no obvious evidence of a systematic shift in the
line position at the resolution of BETA.
Through this comparison, we find that the PKS B1740-517
HI absorption system is a great observational candidate for
both line width and stability of the spectral line structure. We
must notice that a long-term consecutive observation with a
consistent spectrum resolution is much necessary for a red-
shift drift measurement.
3.2. Observation plan on FAST
The 21-cm HI hyperfine structure line is well covered in
the FAST observational electromagnetic spectrum (70 MHz
to 3 GHz). Using FAST, we plan to observe the SL effect
through a combined observation mode (blind search mode and
targeted observation mode) in the coming years or decades.
For the blind search mode which is aiming to find as much
HI absorption system candidates suitable for SL measurement
as possible, we plan to join into the drift scan survey named
CRAFTS which is specified in Li, D., et al. (2018), where
multiple scientific goals coexist and force compromises wher-
ever necessary. The CRAFTS observation will be made using
the FAST L-band array of 19 feed horns (FLAN) and assem-
1 http://docs.astropy.org/en/stable/coordinates/velocities.html
2 https://github.com/sczesla/PyAstronomy
4Table 1
A comparison of model parameters derived from fitting the HI absorption line seen towards PKS B1740517 for each epoch and the average spectrum.
Epoch ID zbary ∆v50 (∆S/Scont)peak ∆vpeak
(km s−1) (%) (km s−1)
2014 June 24 1 0.44129264+0.00000058−0.00000060 5.15
+0.20
−0.21 −20.20+0.68−0.74 2.994
2 0.4412223+0.0000023−0.0000022 6.8
+1.5
−2.9 −4.25+0.61−2.46 2.784
3 0.441817+0.000016−0.000015 53.9
+8.9
−7.3 −1.00+0.13−0.13
4 0.44100+0.00020−0.00027 351
+131
−83 −0.228+0.061−0.062
2014 August 03 1 0.4412917+0.0000015−0.0000033 4.79
+0.82
−2.43 −20.5+2.7−20.0 2.858
2 0.4412163+0.0000027−0.0000027 8.1
+1.3
−1.1 −4.64+0.59−0.63 1.919
2014 September 01 1 0.4412914+0.0000008−0.0000012 4.45
+0.30
−0.53 −22.2+1.2−2.6 2.815
2 0.4412228+0.0000023−0.0000019 6.7
+1.3
−2.7 −4.55+0.59−2.42 2.857
3 0.441820+0.000017−0.000017 55.7
+8.7
−7.8 −0.82+0.11−0.11
4 0.44050+0.00014−0.00017 328
+119
−95 −0.252+0.049−0.057
2014 Average 1 0.44129230+0.00000039−0.00000041 4.96
+0.15
−0.16 −20.38+0.51−0.56 2.945
2 0.4412209+0.0000011−0.0000011 7.65
+0.64
−0.66 −4.13+0.27−0.30 2.583
3 0.441819+0.000010−0.000010 54.2
+5.4
−5.0 −0.900+0.074−0.075
4 0.44061+0.00014−0.00014 338
+73
−64 −0.197+0.030−0.031
2018 July 01 1 0.4412719± 0.0000038 4.12± 0.13 −19.41± 0.55
2 0.4412030± 0.0000038 4.17± 0.52 −5.02± 0.54
Notes. Column 1 gives the observation epoch; column 2 the Gaussian component corresponding to that shown in Figure 3 ; column 3 the
component redshift; column 4 the component rest-frame FWHM; column 5 the peak component depth as a fraction of the continuum flux
density; column 6 the pairwise peak position difference. Intervals of 1σ are given for the measured uncertainties, derived from Gaussian
components fitting.
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Figure 3. A comparison of HI absorption spectrum for source PKS B1740-517. The radial velocity axis is given relative to the peak absorption position of which
the rest frame is defined in our Parkes observation in 2018 (grey line). The green dashed spectral lines are the two gaussian components whose peak position
are given by the vertical dashed lines. The blue line is the average spectrum of 3 BETA observations in 2014 (Allison, J. R., et al. 2015). Obviously, an offset
between the spectrum from Parkes and BETA exists within the velocity resolution of BEAT. The red solid line in each of bottom panels denote the best-fitting
residual.
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Figure 4. The shaded area in this Aitoff projection of the equatorial coor-
dinate system shows the field of view (−14◦12′ < DEC < 65◦48′) of
CRAFTS survey, which covers the Ω ' 7.272 sr (57.9% of the sky). The
scatter points are sources (also listed in 2) selected as the first batch of candi-
dates for the targeted observation mode, and the red two are those covered in
the L band receiver of the FAST.
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Figure 5. Forecasted observable HI absorption system’s differential redshift
distribution (dN/dz) of FAST sky survey in 1 year (bule), 5 years (red) and
10 years (black) respectively.
bling at least four backends for pulsars, HI galaxies, HI imag-
ing, and fast radio bursts (FRBs).
The FAST 19-beam system achieves a better than 20 K
receiver temperature over a 400 MHz band covering 1.04 -
1.45 GHz corresponding to the redshift range 0 < zHI <
0.37. With its high sensitivity (Aeff/Tsys ' 1600 −
2000 m2/K)(Zhang, K., et al. 2019), the faint source will be
identified in a single day. The 19-beam L-band focal plan ar-
ray will be rotated to specific angles and receive continuous
data streams, while the surface shape and the focal cabin stay
fixed. FAST covers sky area −14◦12′ < DEC < 65◦48′,
that is approximately 58% of the sky (shown as Figure 4).
The half power beam width HPBW ∼ 2.9′, with 19 beams
total spacing 21.9′, such a survey will cover the northern sky
in about 220 full days. Yu, H. R., et al. (2017) predicts this
highly efficient wide filed survey could be very competitive in
blind searching 21-cm Absorption Systems.
Here we evaluate the performance of CRAFTS for the blind
search mode. The signal-to-noise ratio is estimated as the flux
density F of the observed source over it’s measurement error
∆F , for a dual polarized system
S/N = F/∆F = F
√
2∆ν∆t/SEFD, (9)
the system equivalent flux density SEFD = kBTsys/Aeff '
0.87 Jy. For typical equivalent width of absorber uwidth =
2 km/s, the line width ∆ν = uwidthν/c ∼ 9kHz, the integra-
tion time
∆t =
λobs
2piD cos(δ)
tscan, (10)
where the observational wavelength λobs = 21cm× (1 + z),
the illuminated diameter D = 300 m, δ denotes the decli-
nation and tscan is the total observation time per scan strip
respectively. A scan strip is a sky region defined as the solid
angle
dΩ = 2pi cos(δ)dδ, (11)
where dδ is the beam offset. For greater than 10σ detections,
the minimun source flux density Fmin = 10∆F/r, where the
typical fractional depth of HI absorption systems is r = 20%.
Therefore, we could calculate the observable absorption sys-
tem’s differential redshift distribution at a given declination
δ,
nsystem(z, δ) = nDLA(z)dΩ
∫ ∞
Fmin
∫ ∞
z
nR(z
′, F )dz′dF.
(12)
The incidence of neutral gas DLAs at any given line of sight
is a function of redshift for 0 < z < 5 (Rao, Sandhya M., et
al. 2017), as
nDLA(z) =
dNDLA
dz
= (0.027± 0.007)(1 + z)(1.682±0.200).
(13)
We assume there exist an independence between the flux den-
sity distribution (Condon, J. J. 1984) and redshift distribution
(De Zotti, G., et al. 2010), thus
nR(z
′, F ) = nR(z′)fR(F ), (14)
where
fR(F ) =
dNR
dF
[
∫ Finf
10mJy
dnR
dF ′
dF ′]−1 (15)
is the normalized distribution function of differential source
counts of radio sources. We set the lower limit of integra-
tion in normalization as 10mJy, which is consistent with the
lower limit flux density in the redshift distribution we applied.
By integrating equation 12 over the FOV of FAST, we could
estimate the redshift distribution of observable HI absorption
systems shown as Figure 5. Thanks for the wide field of view
and high sensitivity of FAST, we predict that about 70 sys-
tems will be discovered for one month scan around celestial
euqator by the FAST L band receiver, and about 800, 1900 and
2600 systems for 1 year, 5 years and 10 years CRAFTS survey
respectively. These systems provide us a favorable condition
to select candidates for SL effect observations. The method
in our estimation is also in agree with the number of HI ab-
sorption lines detected from the Arecibo Legacy Fast Arecibo
L-band Feed Array (ALFALFA) Wu, Z. Z., et al. (2015).
For targeted observation, the required integration time for
each source is not very long, and one-hour spectroscopic ob-
servation per year for each system is good enough. But a high
spectrum resolution at the level of 0.1 Hz is needed, moreover
the observation time-span should be long enough (10 years
at least) so that such a tiny effect will be accumulated to be
observable. We select out 14 sources within the field of view
(FOV) of FAST as the first batch of observation targets, which
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Figure 6. Required frequency resolution for a ten-years (and a five-years)
consecutive targeted mode to measure out the SL effect signal. The green
shaded region shows the observable redshift range of the FAST 19-beam L
band system. The dots on the lines mark out the required frequency resolution
of the sources in Table 2.
are shown in Table 2. The required frequency resolution for a
decade (and five years) targeted mode to measure out the SL
effect is shown as Figure 6. Approximately 0.1Hz frequency
resolution is required for the two sources (in red) covered in
the L band. The shorter time span requires the higher spec-
tral resolution. All newly discovered HI absorption systems
through blind searching should be added to this list. By com-
paring the spectral lines with different epochs (including the
observation by Darling, J. (2012)), we could analyze how sta-
ble of the spectral these candidates are and choose those with
enough stability to measure out the z˙ further.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we point out the discrepancy between the ac-
celeration v˙ measured from the SL effect and the cosmic ac-
celeration a¨. To help disambiguate v˙ from a¨, we define it as
the apparent cosmic acceleration. Then we report a result of
SL observation test using Parkes telescope and compare the
peak position of HI absorption line of PKS B1740-517 from
observations using BETA in 2014 and Parkes in 2018. An
approximately 3 km s−1 line shift exists between the two set
of observations. Obviously, the result makes the extraction of
SL signal extremely difficult. To explain the shift, we might
consider that it is caused by some astrophysical mechanisms
such as a jet-driven radial outflow or the change of fine struc-
ture constant, etc. However, the shift within the resolution of
BETA weakens any of these explanations and requires at least
one more Parkes observation to test its consistency. It also re-
minds us of the great significance of a consecutive observation
in measuring SL effect.
To make the SL measurement more practical, we propose
a combined observational mode to implement it using FAST,
which is blind searching for detecting observation candidates
and improving statistics combined with targeted observation
to measure the spectral line shift. We forecast the perfor-
mance of future CRAFTS survey in blind searching of HI
absorption systems in the FOV of FAST. Benefited from the
Table 2
Selected sources for future SL measurement using FAST.
Absorber zHI RA(J2000) DEC(J2000)
(decimal deg) ( decimal deg)
3C196 0.43667498(93) 123.400138 48.217378
0248+430 0.39408591(14) 42.893903 43.254397
B3 1504+377 0.67324197(79) 226.539708 37.514203
B0218+357 0.6846808(13) 35.272792 35.937145
3C286 0.692153275(85) 202.784533 30.509155
PKS 0952+179 0.2378155(16) 148.736765 17.725339
1331+170 1.7763904(66) 203.399094 16.817782
0235+164 0.523741603(72) 39.66209 16.616465
PKS 1413+135 0.24670374(30) 213.995072 13.33992
PKS 1629+120 0.5317935(11) 247.938587 11.934165
1157+014 1.943670(12) 179.936809 1.201982
0458−020 2.0393767(21) 75.303374 -1.987293
PKS 1229−021 0.39498824(59) 188 -2.4014
PKS 1243−072 0.4367410(14) 191.517633 -7.512937
Notes. The listed sources are HI absorption line systems selected
from Darling, J. (2012), which are in the FOV of FAST and
available for SL effect measurement. The absorbers in bold can be
observed through the 19 beams L band receiver, while the
ultral-wide-band receiver is needed for the others. The coordinates
in the rest frame of RA/Dec Equatorial (J2000.0) are extracted from
the Strasbourg astronomical Data Center (CDS)a.
ahttp://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/
successful deployment of the FAST 19-beam receiving sys-
tem and its high sensitivity, we predict that about 800 systems
will be detected for 1 year CRAFTS survey and up to 2600
systems for 10 years. Such a high efficient survey would of-
fer us a large amount candidates to be observed in targeted
mode. The required frequency resolution for targeted obser-
vation is redshift related and inversely proportional to the ob-
servation time span. Through 10 years consecutive targeted
spectroscopic observation with the level of 0.1Hz resolution,
we could detect the first order derivative of the cosmological
redshift. We can go a step further to get the apparent cosmic
acceleration v˙ and distinguish different cosmological models.
In order to maximize the broadband advantage of FAST, a
lower band receiver is expected in CRAFTS survey. Such in-
stallment is much efficient with the prospect of finding more
for multiple scientific goals through observing the earlier uni-
verse. By combining CRAFTS with a southern sky survey
using the telescopes such as Parkes or even the SKA (Dewd-
ney, P. E., et al. 2009), we can greatly improve the accuracy
and efficiency in SL cosmology.
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